
Temple of X Hint File
*One Puzzle Per Page



Xarian Calendar/ Visions
1. The book titled “Start Anew” has a section that lists the dates of the visions

experienced by the leader. The list of dates matches up with the Xarian calendar

(some visions occur on the 33rd of the month)

2. If you mark the dates of the visions mentioned for each month, they will form

letters. The message starts with the letter “U”. Once you have the full message,

the word needed for the Library door can be found elsewhere in the text.

3. To find the name of the first star, read the text on the page labeled “What are the

Grot?” in the Temple of X booklet.



Library Door
1. The door mentions using the visions and the Xarian Calendar to open it. You will

need to solve this before you can open the door.

2. The message you get from the calendar mentions the first star. To find the name

of the first star, read the text on the page labeled “What are the Grot?” in the

Temple of X booklet.



Alien Ships/ Map of Earth
1. The cassette tape labeled “The Coming Cataclysm” has directions for where to

place the four ships and how they move accordingly.

2. Punch out the four ships and follow the directions of the audio tape about the

Great Cataclysm story to determine their final positions.



Classroom Door
1. You will need to solve the alien ships/map of earth before attempting this.

2. Use the final positions of the ships in the order mentioned on the door.



Alien Text Cipher
1. You will need to decode the message written in the alien text.

2. The letter le� by Garrett has some of the same symbols shown in the coded

message. The letter below the symbol is what it represents. Decode the full

message.

3. The message starts with “A true follower will use…”.



Grey Sheet of Paper with Numbers

& Letters/Pendant Puzzle
1. You will need to have solved the alien cipher before you can do this puzzle.

2. Follow the directions you get from the alien cipher. Use the X pendent, “Symbol

of Xar” with the grey paper that has numbers and letters. Place the X over the

numbers given. Circle the four letters. Repeat this for the other numbers.

3. Once you are done you will have some letters circled twice. Use those to get the

message. The message will start with, “Earthly…” The answer for the door can be

found in the case notes booklet on the page with the news article.

So you will use the E since it was circled twice.



Purification Room Door
1. You will need to decode the message in the alien text before attempting this.

2. The message mentions the earthly name of the Chosen One. You can find this by

reading the text of the news article within the case notes booklet.



Xarian Life Force Examiner
1. The Xarian Life Force Examiner has a note that explains how to replace the fuses.

Follow the instructions mentioned.

2. Take note that you may only use each number once.



Luminary Hall Door
1. You will need to replace the fuses in the Xarian Life Force Examiner before

attempting this.

2. Give the fuses in the correct (ascending, least to greatest) order to open the door.



Sheet of Symbols & Letters

1. You will need to assemble the tin foil hat and use it with the tan sheet to discover

the message within the sheet. There is a section in the “Start Anew” book about

the uniform that has instructions for folding the hat and includes a section about

various symbols you can use with the hat. The symbols shown match those on the

sheet.

2. The symbols are grouped into two and contain two identical symbols. If you place

the triangular hat on the sheet of symbols with the bottom two points on the

symbols noted, the top will point to a letter. Do this for all the groups of symbols

shown to reveal the message.

3. The message starts with “Go down…”. Use the message you get here with the

periodic table. To know which element to start at on read the text from the page

labeled, “Xarism.”



Living Quarters Door
1. You will need to solve the sheet of symbols & letters before attempting this.

2. The message you get from the sheet of symbols says to use the name of the

enemy. You can discover this elsewhere in the text of the book “Start Anew.”



Observation Patch
1. Use the observatory report with the observation team patch.

2. Once you have the numbers use the back side of the observatory report and

follow the paths to get the letters you need.

3. You will get a four letter word.



Observation Door
1. Use the observatory report with the observation team patch.

2. Once you have the numbers use the back side of the observatory report and

follow the paths to get the letters you need.

3. You will get a four letter word.



Pass All the Tests Sanctuary

Unlock
1. You will need to have solved all of the puzzles and opened all the other rooms

before attempting this.

2. Each door you unlock gives you a number. Give the numbers in the order

mentioned on the card.



The Great Eclipse
1. You will need to punch out and use the three planetary rings for this. The starting

position can be found in the book titled “Start Anew”.

2. The text beside the circle grid details how each ring moves (clockwise or

counterclockwise.)

3. The VHS tape labeled “Temple of X Meditation” shows a series of colored lights.

The three colors shown correspond to those of the three rings (red, blue, and

yellow). The lights will indicate how many times a ring is rotated from its starting

position in the direction mentioned.



The Luminary’s Room
1. You will need to solve the planetary eclipse puzzle before attempting this.

2. Give the planetary eclipse for the three planets in line with the number one,

starting with the outer ring.


